A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
The Mission sent by St Gregory the Great to England
(596~S97)- I* was d16 ma^n business of the Church to con-
solidate and defend Christendom, and this involved two tasks:
the saving of Christian Imperial society from degradation by
heresy, and the defence and expansion of it by the conversion
of such Paganism as lingered within civilization, as had grown
up in the ravaged border districts (East England, the Nether-
lands, the Rhine, the Danube) or lived in proximity to the
Empire just beyond its borders. Of these two tasks the Church
in the West had accomplished the first by the time of St
Gregory. It had been accelerated by the fact that nearly all
France had fallen under the hands of a convert general, Clovis,
a hundred years before, As we have seen, most of the soldiers
and their leaders had followed the old court religion of Arianism,
and this powerfully aided the decline of civilization by bring-
ing in acute friction between the mass of the people and their
governments. But Clovis, born a Pagan Frank, son of the
Pagan Frankish general who had his headquarters at Tournai
and guarded the lower Rhine frontiers, turned Catholic, and
could therefore rely on the support of the populace and their
bishops when he proceeded to oust the Arian Gothic generals
of the south from their garrisons and government. This great
Catholic power, with its centre at Paris and its officials and units
and courts and recruitment of armies stretching almost to the
boundaries of Italy, at times divided between members of the
same house, then reunited, made the decay of Arianism certain:
the Arian government of Spain gave way and became Catholic
under St Gregory. Constantinople had long got rid of the
Arian Vandal government in Africa and Gothic in Italy. The
Lombard auxiliary troops and their leader, who had followed
in Italy, had also been Arian. But they in turn accepted
Catholicism, so that, by the mid-seventh century, just before
the Mohammedan menace appeared, all the Latin West was
free from heresy and formed once more a united culture.
But there still remained the task of recapturing the fringes
where civilization had broken down on the edges of the Empire
and where Paganism had re-entered with Barbarism. Of these
fringes the most important was the eastern and south-eastern
coast belt of Britain, because, so long as its little kinglets and
their courts, their free subjects, and the mass of the slave
population were Pagan, the rest of England was cut off from
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